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The Durham-Orange County Light Rail Project has been an aspiration for many in 

our community.  Who would not be excited by the image of a train—modern, 

fast, reducing traffic congestion, spurring development?  As planning has gone 

forward and more information about the exact nature of this project has become 

available, we believe that it is time to ask some hard questions about the reality 

of LRT in our particular setting. 

Wasn’t This Once Part of a Larger Project? 

Yes, this was once part of a much larger project that had a rail connection 

between Raleigh and Durham, with stops in Research Triangle Park.  Many also 

wished to have a connection to the airport, but that was never part of the larger 

project.  About a year ago, the Wake County Commissioners decided to withdraw 

from the project and direct their transit efforts to a bus-based system. Wake 

County Commissioners consulted independent experts prior to deciding against 

light rail. 

Who Will Ride It? 

The LRT corridor that remains from this larger project connects Duke Hospital 

with UNC hospital and with downtown Durham.  The system does not provide rail 



service to downtown Chapel Hill, nor RTP, nor RDU.  It largely bypasses places 

where the poorest and most transit dependent of our citizens live.  It provides 

nothing for rural areas in either Orange or Durham Counties.  GoTriangle’s 

consultants claim that the system will attract 23,0001 daily riders, but they are 

unwilling to make public the assumptions that drive their model, nor do a 

“sensitivity analysis” to model contingencies. 

What Will it Really Cost – More than $2 billion? 

According to GoTriangle, the LRT project will cost $1.6 billion (now $1.87 billion).  

GoTriangle often uses Charlotte as an example for the claimed positive benefits of 

the project. One comparison you will never hear is the following: the initial cost 

estimate of the Charlotte LYNX light-rail line (9.6-mile, 15-station) was originally 

projected at $227 million in 2000. The final cost was $462 million in 2007, more 

than double the original estimate. We don’t know how much the DO-LRT project 

will ultimately cost. The current estimate of $1.6 billion (updated as $ 1.87 billion) 

is most likely an underestimate of the final cost. By how much? There are already 

several instances of unexpected costs. One example: Duke will have to demolish 

recently built facilities because GoTriangle used old maps to trace the trajectory 

of the LRT. We think the final cost will probably be above $2 billion. 

Update: Duke Health issued a letter dated November 21, 2016 indicating it does 

NOT support the DO-LRT in its current form. 

 

Does GoTriangle have any skin in the game? 

Ultimately taxpayers of Durham and Orange County will be responsible for the 

majority of capital expenses and operating costs (see next item for specifics).  So, 

GoTriangle, which has an institutional interest in seeing the project built, is in 

effect the fox guarding the hen house. Can we trust GoTriangle? All indications – 

some explained in this document – are that we cannot. It is therefore the utmost 

important task of public officials to have a critical examination of the light rail 

project. In our opinion there has not been sufficient scrutiny – particularly by 

                                                           
1 Actually, the projection is for 23,000 daily “trips” so that the number of uniquely daily rides would be about half 
that number. 
 



independent experts - of the project. GoTraingle has no downside risk and can tell 

public officials whatever it pleases – more on this later. 

If there are cost over-runs in construction or patronage is below GoTriangle’s rosy 

estimates, it is unlikely that either the federal or state government will step up 

with additional funds.  Durham County or Orange County will have to either raise 

taxes or float bonds to make up the difference. The Federal government will only 

cover up to $1 billion if approved. The State will at most (no firm commitment!) 

cover $138 million. That leaves local authorities to cover at least 600+ million 

dollars. Most likely it will be much more. Something like $800 million? More than 

a billion? 

Update: The restructured financial contribution from the Federal government, 

now at 100 million for 10 years instead of 125 million over 8 years will imply a 

serious financial burden caused by the necessary borrowing to alleviate the 

mismatch between funding and expenditures. The election of Donald J. Trump 

has uprooted financial markets – in particular interest rates have moved up 

significantly. It is fair to say that the financial planning of GoTriangle has not taken 

into account this new reality and therefore significantly understates the financial 

costs of the project. 

 

An unpleasant but revealing fact 

When full of passengers, there is no doubt that a multi-car train uses less energy 

per passenger mile than private automobiles.  But the large, heavy rail cars will 

almost never be full.  Often they will be near empty. Here are two ways to explain 

this:  

 we have 75,000 seats per day (150 trips x 500 passengers per train).   We 

have 23,000 passengers (or wish we had) who each take a trip say 1/3 of 

the 17 miles.  This give us seat occupancy of 75,000/23,000 x .33 = 

75,000/7590 = 10%.  

 Another similar calculation – close to what GoTriangle uses to report 

statistics to the FTA – is the following: again 23,000 projected daily 

passengers (in 2040) / 150 trains daily / 17 miles = 9 passengers per vehicle 



mile. Less than 2% utilization of 500 capacity. So for every one train at 

capacity, you will have 50 trains running empty. 

 

Who will pay for maintenance and depreciation of the LRT? 

Washington's METRO, now more than 40 years old, shows how even a popular 

system in a showcase location can crumble if maintenance and infrastructure 

replacement are neglected. Durham and Orange County will have to deal with 

maintenance costs that are high, perhaps against a backdrop of lower than 

projected ridership. 

 

Is This the Right Corridor? 

GoTriangle uses a very misleading strategy for all its predictions which support 

the LRT. They use the expected growth for the entire region and apply it to the 17 

mile corridor served by LRT. Yet, the growth opportunities in the corridor are 

relatively modest in comparison to those of the entire region. There are more 

than 46,000 employees at present in the Research Triangle Park, with many 

thousands more at its periphery. RTP’s 7000 acres and planned densification 

leaves plenty of room for growth. That is not the case for 17-mile corridor. 

The major premise that the LRT should connect the two biggest employers in the 

area is outdated. Duke and UNC hospitals have started building satellite facilities 

all across the Triangle. A lot of patient care is becoming more decentralized. 

Moreover, while there is no single employer as large as Duke and UNC hospitals, 

the total employment at RTP far exceeds that of both hospitals combined. Traffic 

to and from RTP far exceeds transportation to either hospital. 

 

Update: As noted earlier – Duke Health no longer endorses the current DO-LRT 

plan. Which means one of the major pillars of the plan is no longer a supportive 

partner. 

 

 



Will LRT Reduce Congestion of Automobiles? 

According to GoTriangle’s own estimates, the LRT will have no impact on traffic 

on 15-501.  In fact, NCDOT plans to add an additional lane to each side of the 

highway, at a cost that must be in the tens of millions of dollars.  In effect, the 

highway will compete with the LRT, both at public expense, and yet the end result 

will be no improvement in congestion from its current status.  Moreover, the LRT 

will compete with the highway expansion for scarce state and federal transit 

dollars.  It is quite possible that there will be a considerable shortfall for the 

highway projects, as well as highway and transit improvements in other corridors. 

Will it help or hurt Orange County? 

It seems that the DO-LRT is designed to haul people back and forth between UNC 

Hospitals and Durham, with most of the benefits going to Durham County. UNC 

students will be tempted to go to Durham – Patterson Place or downtown – to 

shop and/or for entertainment. That is just one constituency, albeit major. 

Businesses along Franklin and Main streets will most likely suffer as a 

consequence. That means less tax revenue. Parking lots and feeder buses are 

planned for Orange County. Is this really a benefit or rather a burden? Moreover, 

if one adds feeder bus travel time to and from the LRT, from anywhere in Orange 

County – it is not so clear who will benefit. Other transportation options still look 

more appealing – see next point. 

  Won't the LRT be a really fast way to travel in the corridor? 

The mean travel time to work according to the 2014 US Census is 21.5 

minutes (Durham County) and 22.0 minutes (Chapel Hill), yet the proposed DOLRT 

will take 44 minutes from end to end. Including the waiting time for the next 

train, the time to get to/from the station (via Park&Ride, Kiss&Ride, bicycle, 

walking, or bus transfer), it will typically be longer. For that reason, we called the 

DOLRT a “snail train”. 

Do trains create more development than buses? 

It is often argued that around LRT stations there will be more development than 

around a bus line. While the factual evidence about this claim is questionable, it 

seems that this surely won’t apply to Orange County. There is hardly any space 

left for business developments around the planned stations and there is abundant 



evidence of public opposition to densities of the level found in Washington, D.C. 

and other transit intensive cities. 

 

Wasn’t LRT a Great Success in Charlotte? 

The construction of LYNX coincided with a major building boom, mostly in 

downtown Charlotte.  However, this new development also coincided, and was 

no doubt propelled, with a massive (and unsustainable) increase in the financial 

sector, including major bank mergers. Development in the Durham-Chapel Hill 

area is much more dispersed, with much lower building densities.  While there 

will be growth, there is no reason to expect a boom of the type that Charlotte 

(and indeed the nation) experienced in the years before the Great Recession. 

Are the ridership projections plausible? 

The projection is 23,000 daily boardings. This seems implausible and impossible to 

verify (see also later). GoTriangle is unwilling to provide any supporting evidence 

to justify the projections. We think the DO-LRT corridor will never have the 

population density in the foreseeable future to warrant a frequently running 500 

passenger rail car system. Here too a comparison with Charlotte is useful. 

Charlotte LYNX daily ridership has stagnated at 16,000 over last 7 years, even 

though the population has grown 17%. Despite all its investment in LRT, Charlotte 

was rated as the having the worst traffic in NC.  

 

 

Technological Change—a Train Museum?  

The rapidity with which automated and autonomous motorized vehicles are being 

developed has surprised even the experts.  Crash avoidance technology is already 

built into some high end vehicles and it is likely to be universally available in only 

a year or two.  This means that (1) driverless transit vehicles can replace the 

driver-guided multi-car trains envisioned by GoTriangle (2) the ability of cars to 

reduce headway will increase the capacity of highways such as 15-501 and (3) it 

should be possible to mix public and private vehicles on dedicated roadways, 



perhaps with the private vehicles paying a toll for the privilege.  The 100 foot 

long, 100 ton LRT train may be a museum piece even before 2025. 

Is the longevity of train cars really a benefit? 

GoTriangle will often tell you that trains last 50 years whereas buses don’t last 

long. True, but in this case we think that is actually good. Any economist will tell 

you that in an environment of rapid technological changes, as we are currently 

witnessing in the transportation sector, it is important to invest in a flexible and 

adaptable transit system rather than putting huge amounts of public money in a 

rigid system like light rail that is extremely expensive to build and maintain. 

Should we rush to build now and borrow heavily? 

GoTriangle wants to start building now, once Federal funding is approved (if it will 

be – there is national competition among many proposals). The rest of the money 

will be borrowed. That means a huge future tax liability – without even talking 

about annual operating costs. 

We know what happens to counties, to states, to countries that over-leverage. 

Ultimately they have a negative impact on growth. Business and people will move 

away to Chatham and Wake as a consequence of high tax rates. 

Can We Trust What Go Triangle and its Outside Consultants Tell Us? 

GoTriangle relies on outside consulting firms to support and validate the project. 

We believe that these people are true experts—in fact their academic training is 

very similar to our own.   But the incentives that govern their employment do not 

lead to unbiased analysis and recommendations. The situation is reminiscent of 

credit-rating agencies prior to the subprime mortgage crisis which provided rosy 

ratings of what turned out to be toxic financial assets. Why? Because credit 

agencies feared losing valuable clients. Consulting firms act the same way with 

GoTriangle. They deliver whatever is deemed satisfactory by GoTriangle – which 

has the option to offer millions of lucrative contracts to competing consulting 

firms. The outside consulting firms are therefore simply performing the role of 

rubberstamping the project. 

GoTriangle throws out numbers left and right. Numbers about ridership, numbers 

about economic growth, numbers about costs. Only a few numbers are from 



public records (e.g. U.S. Census) and can be checked.  Most are created by 

GoTriangle (daily operating costs) or are forecasts that depend on a number of 

unstated assumptions (daily ridership). Anybody trying to question or challenge 

those numbers is greeted with obstructionist actions on the part of GoTriangle. 

Bottom line: GoTriangle can say pretty much anything – with consulting 

companies supporting its claims. No independent checks are allowed or tolerated. 

Why is there still enthusiasm for such a flawed project? 

GoTriangle has been preparing the LRT for many years. A team involved in the 

Charlotte LRT project was hired. The original ideas are rooted in old plans with an 

outdated vision about the future of transportation. Because there is so much at 

stake, so many careers involved – GoTriangle is relentless in pursuing this project 

– unwilling to accept anything else but LRT. Outside experts have told us about 

the entrenchment mentality at GoTriangle. 

 What Are the Alternatives? 

Objectively looking at the facts prompted Wake County leaders to walk away 

from light rail and decide in favor of Bus Rapid Transit. For about the same 

amount of money that one LRT line from Chapel Hill to Durham would cost, Wake 

County will be getting a truly comprehensive transit system (including vastly 

improved bus service, bus rapid transit, new transit hubs, etc.) to connect the 

various towns in the county and improve service within each town.  Wake County 

will be getting at least ten times more service for roughly the same cost.   

Ask GoTriangle to compare the total VMT (vehicle miles of transit service) in 

Raleigh compared to what DO-LRT would provide. .  (Vehicle miles of transit 

service is the total mileage traveled by all the buses (or train cars) in the entire 

system, reflecting both the route miles of the entire system as well as the 

frequency of service.)  

 We think the difference is huge, and calculating the cost per vehicle mile for 

Wake County versus DO-LRT will be stunning and eye-opening. 

 

 

 



 Why do we know so little about the Bus Rapid Transit alternative? 

On August 28th GoTriangle published the Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

(DEIS) for the proposed light rail project. It started a 45 day public comment 

period. The DEIS is at the same time voluminous (3000 pages!) and short on 

details. We approached GoTriangle September 2nd shortly after the publication of 

the DEIS, to inquire about (a) a comprehensive study about BRT for 

Durham/Orange which was not included in the DEIS and (b) the data which 

supported the transportation demand projections put forward to justify building a 

light rail. At a public information meeting on September 19th, GoTriangle officials 

told us that the information we requested would not be provided because they 

were in violation of the Civil Rights Act. We reminded GoTriangle that the NC 

Public Records Law clearly entitles us to all documents paid for with public funds 

and submitted to or produced by a public agency.    

Finally, with only four days left in the 45 day public comment period, GoTriangle – 

concerned that the press was becoming involved – released thousands of pages 

of documents which included a report comparing BRT with the vastly more 

expensive light rail with.  It presented very weak evidence in favor of the latter, 

not justifying the huge expenses. It is clear that there was an obstructionist 

strategy on the part of a public agency – depriving the general public to make 

informed judgement. Moreover, GoTriangle has so far spent huge amounts of 

money to support their LRT campaign. Think of the comments that could have 

been made by the general public if the relevant information had been released 

prior to the 45 day period.  

So What Should Be Done Now? 

We are strong supporters of public transportation, both in general and for the 

Durham/Orange County region.   Given both the need, and the amount of work 

that has been done to date, we suggest: 

(1) That an independent evaluation of the traffic estimates, project costs and 

induced development be performed, with all of GoTriangle’s data and 

reports made available, as required by the North Carolina Public Records 

Act. That the details of the financial plan, capital costs and interest, be 

made public and analyzed by independent experts as well. 



(2) That a study, comparing BRT and LRT which Wake County Commissioners 

had at their disposal prior to making informed decisions, should be 

replicated for the DO-LRT. Given the huge effort and expense of the 

environmental impact analysis, right of way be secured in the 17-mile 

corridor.  Options should be considered for using this corridor for BRT or for 

advanced vehicles. The amount of land required and the costs for BRT 

should be compared to light rail. 

(3) That there be constant re-evaluation of technologies, as they become 

available. 

(4) Most of Durham and Orange Counties will not be served by the LRT, 

including both concentrations of low income persons and locations for 

future job growth.  There should be immediate attention to how these 

areas be served, not limited to the feeder/park and ride concept of the LRT. 

 

 

 

 


